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Due to the ongoing COVID-19 percautions, we are still having our
member meeting in July virtually at 7 pm, July 27th (fourth Tuesday)
via “Zoom” software. Click Zoom meeting link below.
If you are planning to join from an iPhone or iPad, be sure to
download this application first: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/zoomcloud-meetings/id546505307
We look forward to seeing you Tuesday night @ 7PM!
Topic: WCABA Member Meeting
Time: This is a recurring meeting Meet anytime
Join Zoom Meeting

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82475068933?pwd=aHRiRjc3bS9kYXJGS2g5THVpOEx2UT09

Meeting ID: 824 7506 8933
Passcode: 909659

PROGRAM
Speaker: Nathalie Biggie –
Bee Mindful Honey Farm
Title: Top Bar Hives
Nathalie is the creator and owner of
Bee Mindful, She is most happy
spending time with her bees,
nurturing them without the use of any
pesticides in the hives, the most
common practice used by 95% of beekeepers
today to keep pests at bay. She is a firm believer
that treatment-free bees are much more resilient
and healthier than treated bees, and therefore
more able to thrive in the face of pests and
pathogens. Nathalie has an MBA from the
Ohio-State University and is a Texas A&M
University Master Beekeeper, She started her
beekeeping journey in 2011 with a single Warré hive, quickly progressing to
becoming proficient at keeping bees in all kinds of different hives.

Question & Answer Session to Follow
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Texas Bee Friendly plants that you’ll “Grow” to love.
by Shannon Montez*

The rain this summer has been wonderful for continuous summer blooms.
All the hard work that’s gone into my landscaping has finally been paying off.
For those of you who fret about finding bee friendly plants, there are many
plants that are thriving this time of year. Although finding the perfect plant
can be an obsession, it is very rewarding to find something that just seems to
work out. What’s even better for those with huge areas to cover is finding a
plant that can be propagated and expanded from one plant to many.
One of those plants is Beyond Midnight Bluebeard. I
purchased this plant online from a reputable nursery and
Beyond Midnight Bluebeard
have had much luck in propagating into several new plants
This plant can be used as a substitute for Russian Sage but has the same effect. This
beautiful plant is about 3 ft tall and about 3-4 ft wide. It has tiny little blue flowers
that the bees can be found daily buzzing around. It does well in the hot sun in my
rock garden. It doesn’t care much for water. The deer don’t agree with the bees
Beyond Midnight Bluebeard about how nice the plant is because they don’t seem to go near this.
Another plant that I’ve grown to love is Tall Verbena. I found two of these at the
local nursery. I planted one in the direct sun and the other in dappled shade. The
one on the direct sun has thrived and the small flowers continue to attract bees.
This plant has been blooming for the last few months and
continues to have small flowers. Although the plant
seems a little leggy and scrawny the first year, it seems to
have filled in nicely in the direct sun. What’s even better
is that the few sniping’s that I’ve taken have rooted in
water within a few days and after being potted, have
Verbena
already started showing new growth. Although I wasn’t sure about this
Verbena
plant, this is my second year with this plant, and it is turning out beautiful.
The deer don’t really touch this plant and it continues to bloom.
Last year I discovered Veronica and this one has got to be my favorite. I picked it up at the local
nursery and these plants have thrived. I have two different types of Veronica. One is about 12 in. high
and compact. The other is about 2 ft. high and seems to be spreading. These
plants have multiple spikes of purple flowers and although the deer did nibble
on them, they’ve moved on to munch on my other plants. The flowers have
been in continuous bloom for the last few months and don’t require much
water. These are in direct sun, and they seem to thrive in the Texas heat. The
bees love these flowers. This is another one that I’ve had so much luck in
propagating. The cuttings root quickly in water and then can be potted and
placed in the direct sun. The cutting’s I’ve potted and placed in the shade
haven’t done well and perked up once they were placed in the direct sun.
Veronica

* I seem to have gotten into a groove writing about plants. It's my favorite topic and is the bee’s
favorite thing to visit in my garden. SM
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Research Pearls
Managed bee losses remain high
U.S. beekeepers lost 45.5% of their managed honeybee colonies
from April 2020 to April 2021, according to preliminary results of
the 15th annual nationwide survey. These losses mark the secondhighest loss rate the survey has recorded since it began in 2006. In
addition, the survey results highlight the continuing high rates of
honeybee colony turnover.
June 23, 2021 University of Maryland

Complied by Phil Ainslie

Bees thrive where it's hot and dry: A unique biodiversity hotspot located in North America

This globally unmatched concentration of bee species is reported by Dr. Robert
Minckley of the University of Rochester and William Radke of the United States Fish and
Wildlife Service in the open-access, peer-reviewed Journal of Hymenoptera Research.
Scientists studying native U.S. bees have long recognized that the Sonoran and
Chihuahuan deserts of North America, home to species with fascinating life histories, have
high bee biodiversity. However, exactly how many species have remained mainly
speculation. Together with students from Mexico, Guatemala, and the United States, the
authors repeated collections over multiple years, identifying more than 70,000 specimens.
We know about the decline of bees due to human activity, along with that of other
pollinators are based primarily on diversity data from human-modified habitats. Needed is
baseline information on native bees from pristine areas to help us assess the magnitude and
understand how humans impact bee faunas. Therefore, this study from the Chihuahuan
Desert is an important contribution towards filling that knowledge gap from one of the bee
biodiversity hotspots in the world.
Honeybee behavior from within the hive
Unique videos capture detailed instances of rare honeybee behaviors like mouth-to-mouth
larval feedings
Unique video from within beehives provides special insight into honeybee behaviors,
according to a study published March 17, 2021, in the open-access journal PLOS ONE by
Paul Siefert from Goethe-Universität, Germany, and colleagues.
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The recordings show a range of worker, offspring, and queen behaviors within the brood
cells, including the queen's egg-laying; embryonic hatching and larval cocooning; nurse
worker bees' inspection and feeding of larva; workers' use of wax scales and existing nest
material to remodel combs; storage of pollen and nectar in cells; and hygienic practices,
such as cannibalism, grooming, and surface cleaning. Additionally, Siefert and colleagues
captured several previously undocumented processes, such as mouth-to-mouth feeding from
nurse bees to larvae and nurse bee thermoregulation within cells containing the developing
brood prompting the descent of eggs within their comb cells.
The authors add: "In this study, the authors provide a comprehensive source of online
video material that offers a view of honeybee behavior within comb cells of a functioning
colony. By providing a new mode of observation for the scientific community, beekeepers,
and the general public, the authors call attention to the general decline of insect biomass and
diversity."
Biodiversity protects bee communities from disease
A new analysis of thousands of native and nonnative Michigan bees shows that the most
diverse bee communities have the lowest levels of three common viral pathogens.
University of Michigan researchers netted and trapped more than 4,000 bees from 60
species. The bees were collected at winter squash farms across Michigan, where both
managed honeybee colonies and wild native bees pollinate the squash flowers.
All but one species -- Apis mellifera, the common European honeybee -- are native bees.
The number of bee species found at each farm ranged from seven to 49.
Consistently, lower virus levels were strongly linked to greater species richness among the
local bee communities. The study was published online February 11 in the journal Ecology.
The viruses spread as bees move from flower to flower, gathering pollen and nectar and
pollinating the plants in the process. Consumption of virus-contaminated pollen is believed
to be a primary mode of transmission.
"This result is exciting because it suggests that promoting diverse bee communities may
be a win-win strategy to simultaneously reduce viral infections in managed honeybee
colonies while helping to maintain native bee biodiversity," said study lead author Michelle
Fearon, a postdoctoral researcher at the University of Michigan Department of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology.
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Clone Wars
by Rev. Paul Crown
I am of that generation that grew up reliving over and again every minute of George Lucas’ epic space opera.
(Notice how I lace this introduction with references for my fellow fans of the force.) My grandparents were
versed in Alex Raymond’s Flash Gordon, and my parents had embraced Gene Roddenberry’s Star Trek fueled
in no small part by Neil Armstrong and Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin’s little stroll around the Sea of Tranquility, but
my world was all consumed by everything Star Wars. In the movie franchise, the antagonist of the opus was
always surrounded and supported by space marines called Stormtroopers. Each Corps of these shock troops
were dressed in uniforms and helmets making their appearance nearly identical. In 1999’s The Phantom
Menace, it was reveled a secret origin in that the first troopers were all identical clones of a Mandalorian
bounty hunter named Janga Fett.
Clones are individuals with virtually identical DNA. Cloning is one of
natures ways of reproducing cell colony’s. i Some examples of cloning in
plants are blueberrys, the Pando trees of Utah, the Kentucky coffeetree, the
Wax-Myrtle, and the American sweetgum. Among animals, clones don’t exist
unless scientist have first done some test tube combinations in a lab. In
nature, the cloning of animal DNA is not very healthy for a species. Without
the ability to recombine DNA from different parents, a species is trapped from
being able to evolve and make new adaptations as the environment changes.
Without being to adapt, the first new pathogen or climate shift may wipe out
the entire species. What implication does that have for bees? Do honey bee’s
clone themselves?
Honey bee genetics is a bit different from what we learned in school about animal genetics. An egg laid by a
queen can still grow up into a bee even if it is NOT fertilized. A queen has 16 pairs, or 32, chromosomes
including nearly 15,000 genes.ii When she lays a fertilized egg, it includes 16 chromosomes from the queen
and 16 donated by the previously acquired drone sperm. When a new larvae hatches with 32 chromosomes, it
is genetically a female. Nurse bees feed their new charge royal jelly, a special excretion from nurse bee
glands. Think of this royal jelly as bee’s mother’s milk. After 3 days, the nurses ween off their young larvae
which grow up to be infertile female workers. If, however, the nurses continue to feed the royal jelly after day
three, the larvae will fully develop into a new fertile queen. Regardless of whether a worker or new queen, this
offspring is the result of combining genetic material, and thus are NOT clones.
If when laying new eggs, the queen chooses not to fertilize (yes, she decides whether to fertilize or not), then
the egg only receives 16 chromosomes from the queen. When a new larvae hatches with only 16
chromosomes, it is genetically a male or drone. iii Again, these genes are only a portion of the queen, so the
drones are also NOT clones.
When young queens are ready to accept some sperm donations from drones, she does NOT mate with the
drones in her hive. Those are all her sons, so she says that would be gross. Instead, she flies off to a Drone
Congregation Area (DCA). This is the like the local bar scene where drones from all over a just hanging out
sharing gossip around the literal watering hole. Several comprehensive studies in Germany found that a single
DCA can contain drones from as many as 240 different colonies, and a DCA could contain anywhere from
several hundred to as many as 30,000 drones. DCA’s have been found to occur between 16 and 115 feet above
the ground, and between 100 and 650 feet wide, taking the shape of a traffic cone, small at the top and wide at
the bottom. Drones like sunny afternoons to hangout at a DCA and can stay as few as 10 minutes or as long as
40 minutes hoping to find a queen to connect with. iv
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When a new queen arrives to the DCA, up to 100 hopeful drones will gather around her. The fastest and most
agile of the drones gets to mate first, and the queen will accept between 10 and 20 drones in one flight, storing
up the donations from all of them. Each interlude with a drone only lasts 3 to 5 seconds with an explosive
consequence. (Ok, guys grit your teeth!) The drone ejaculates with such explosive force that the tip of his
endophallus is left behind inside the queen and his abdomen ruptures. The drone falls to the ground, where he
dies soon after.v Ouch!
Each of the drones that were successful donated 16 chromosomes. Since drones only have 16 chromosomes to
begin with, a drone’s sperm contain an identical clone of their DNA. However, since this sperm clone will
have to fertilize an egg to be used, all of his offspring will be females, thus again NO clones. Bee genetics
creates the oddity that a drone can have neither a father, nor contribute to sons. All drones only have mothers,
and only contribute to daughters. They can rest assure though that their successful mixture of genetics can lead
to grand-sons and future generations all with the ability to adapt to changing world conditions.
With how it is suppose to work covered, what about accidents? Genetic mixing is by definition intended to
produce accidental connections. Every so often, a mutated combination does arise where sperm cell (which is
an identical clone of the father) takes over the egg and produces a living clone drone or even a male with
organs to make eggs. However, don’t give these abnormalities much concern, as once the nurse bees discover
the truth, they cannibalize this reject and feed him back as protein to other growing
newcomers.vi
Which also brings up one other accident: an African sub-species that has learned to
continually clone itself. Scientists believe this sub-species has managed to exist for
the past 30 years, sneaking to other hives and tricking the competition to care for its
cloned offspring.vii While a unique abnormally, its continued longevity is in doubt.
First, by continually cloning the same DNA, the species is picking up no new
adaptations, nor can it. Imagine what will happen when a new fungus or bacteria
encounters this species. The bee’s DNA will be stuck, and that species will go
extinct.
An even more disastrous consequence of the cloned bee species is that the workers no longer have any
incentive to work or produce any honey.viii They are solely dependent on taking over the resources of other
hives. It is amazing that they have been able to hold on for so long. I think it is only a matter of time until this
genetic curiosity is only a footnote in a Beekeeping Association newsletter.

i

"Tasmanian bush could be oldest living organism". Discovery Channel. Archived from the original on 23 July 2006. URL:
https://web.archive.org/web/20060723041627/http://www.exn.ca/Stories/1996/10/21/01.asp.
ii “Honey Bee Genetics”. The Perfect Bee. Retrieved 27 June 2021. URL: https://www.perfectbee.com/learn-about-bees/thescience-of-bees/honey-bee-genetics.
iii “Honey bee genome”. Bee Spotter. Retrieved 27 June 2021. URL: https://beespotter.org/topics/genome/.
iv “What is a honey bee drone congregation area?” Honey Bee Suite. Retrieved 27 June 2021. URL:
https://www.honeybeesuite.com/honey-bee-drone-congregation-area/
v “Sexual Suicide by Honeybees”. ThoughtCo. Retrieved 27 June 2021. URL: https://www.thoughtco.com/sexual-suicideby-honey-bees-1968100
vi “An adaptive workforce”. ScientificBeekeeping. Retrieved 27 June 2021. URL: http://scientificbeekeeping.com/anadaptable-workforce/
vii “Single bee is making an immortal clone army thanks to a genetic fluke”. LiveScience. Retrieved 19 June 2021. URL:
https://www.livescience.com/bee-creates-perfect-clone-army.html.
viii “When South African bees reproduce asexually, they make near-perfect clones of themselves”. ZME Science. Retrieved 27
June 2021. URL: https://www.zmescience.com/science/biology/bees-cloning-14062021/
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Extracting Workshop at the Bost Farm
by Jimmie Oakley

As announced in the last newsletter, an extracting workshop was held at the Bost Farm on Saturday, June 26,
for new and existing members to learn about and experience using the club’s equipment.
It has been several years since this kind of a
workshop has been held. More were expected than
the six participants who showed up, but for those
who attended it was a great experience.
At 9AM there was a brief discussion of what was
to be covered and what to expect, and a short tour
of the WCABA Scholarship bee yard that was just
north of the Bost honey house was conducted.
While in the field, we identified the flowers in
bloom that were provided for the honey flow the
bees were on at the time.
On returning to the honey house the participants,
previewed the extracting equipment and the
required checkout procedure.
Workshop participants: Mary Helmcamp, Scott & Julie Gunter, Deborah
The necessary equipment was then moved to the
Michel, and Rita & Greg Willy
extracting area in the honey house and set up in
the proper order to begin the extracting process.
Everything was aligned in order to assure the
smooth flow of the honey frames from box to
extractor. and a smooth flow from the honey
frames.
Honey for the day’s activity was provided by
Jimmie Oakley from one of his bee yards, and
only medium frames were used to keep
everything uniform.
The “newbies” had their choice of tools to use
to uncap the frames, and many used all that
were available to gain experience. The roller
punch seemed to be the fastest, but there was
always some scratching that had to be done as
well.
Cranking (spinning) out the honey can reqiure a
With three frames loaded into the extractor it Scott chose the roller punch to
uncap the honey frame
steady foot and a helping hand to get the job done
was time to get “cranking”. Because of
unbalanced loads it was usually necessary to have several standing and
securing the extractor itself while the hand turning of the extractor handle
spun out the honey from the frames.
All the effort and labor was worth it when the honey gate was opened the
first time, and the liquid gold began to flow out of the extractor tub. It was
bright yellow and “sweet” too.
That was not the end of the process, the honey still had to be strained and
bottled.
The initial straining is done through a stainless-steel double sieve sitting
on top of the bucket under the honey gate. Next is the nylon mesh that is
over the bottling bucket.
Rita strikes pure gold. Sweet Joy!
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Greg takes his turn at extracting (turning the
frames around), assisted by Rita and Scott

Greg drains honey through a double sieve

Julie and Scott get the last drop from the extractor

Scott pours honey through nylon mesh strainer

Now it's time for Rita to bottle the honey

Rita helps Julie (oops!) bottle her honey

Because the honey is only strained (three
times) and never heated, it is still raw
honey containing the pollen, plus the
natural vitamins and minerals that makes it
so healthy.
Simple, yes. Easy, no. There is a lot of
work in liberating the sweet honey from
the honeycomb. Learning how to use the
equipment, properly and efficiently, can
make it easier than it might be otherwise.
For those who turned out that day, it was
a learning experience, and because there
were fewer than usual, everyone had the opportunity to engage in each phase of the extracting process, and enjoy
the satisfaction of having earned the honey they took home as a souvenir of the day’s activity. J.O
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Extracting Honey for the Scholarship Recipients
by Jimmie Oakley

The 2020 Scholarship Recipient have finally wrapped up their involvement in the WCABA Wolf-Bost youth
program by extracting honey from their production hives for this year and prepare to relocate their bees to their
home apiary to continue their beekeeping activities “on-site”.
It has been fifteen months since these youngsters received their
nucleus of bees in April of 2020, and it has been an interesting and
challenging time in many respects. But all the hardships and
unexpected surprises seems to disappear when the honey started
flowing from the extracting process.
All of the youngsters and their parents met at the Bost Farm Honey
House on Saturday morning July 17, to check hives, pull honey, and
In the beginning... Garrett Rogers, Sterling
Kinghorn, Aydon Guevara, and Emily Griffis
attend to the sweet task of getting it out of the comb and into the jar.
All of the hives had produced surplus honey and the capped frames were located during the checks. As the
recipients went about their work of shaking and brushing bees, it may have looked like chaos, but it was
organized chaos. Boxes of honey were loaded onto the truck and moved to the honey house.
Inside the honey house the process is explained, and
the extracting equipment is set up to get started.

Deep 8-frame boxes of honey to extract

Randy explains equipment and
demonstrates uncapping

Checking, pulling, shaking, all part of the extracting process

Using a simple serrated knife
makes a beautiful, clean cut

Sterling Kinghorn loads the first
frame, and we're off...

Each youngster tries their hand at uncapping; the first step in the process. Using the honey house electric
extractor takes much of the labor out of extracting and allows them to get more of the honey out because of
the radial spinning, and longer run time in the machine. The extractor is drained between each load of frames
and the honey is strained three times before it is ready to bottle, twice in the stainless-steel sieve and once
more through a 400-micron (medium) strainer before going into the bottling bucket. Bottling, the final step in
this process, gives them a raw, all natural, extracted honey product for sale, or even more fun, just for giving
away.
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The Scholarship Extracting Process in Pictures…

Ladies First...Emily uncaps using the serrated knife...

and the roller punch…

...and the Mom (Misty)

Christian (Garrett's older brother) uncaps a frame… and provides a guiding hand to Garrett

Aydon uses the hot knife to uncap his frame

Garrett & Christian load and starts the extractor while uncapping continues behind them

Mr. Oakley (the Sr.) checks the extracting progress
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Extracting Process Continues…

First round complete, Sterling drains the extractor and Aydon pours honey for the third straining

Randy offers one more training session into what to do with your hive going forward…

Finally, it’s time to bottle, Emily first

Sterling and Julie bottle up honey bears

Sterling & Aydon pull honey for the bottling tank

And it’s time for PIZZA as promised. Yea!

Aydon has all his loot, 2 gallon & 12 bears

It was a successful year for the 2020 Wolf - Bost Scholarship recipients. Over 130 pounds of honey were
extracted (33# each, right on target) and they are ready to take their hives home to their own bee yard and pick
up the program with treatment and feeding in preparation for the fall honey flow and (piggyback) splitting for
next year. We trust they have learned and gain the experience to manage and keep bees on their own.
We thank all of you who have followed and supported this program. We appreciate the time and energy of
Randy Oakley for developing and leading this group over the last year and a half. We regret there was no
2021 program, but we trust there is still a future for this type of work within WCABA.
Jimmie
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Keeping Your Hives Safe from Bee Restlers:
Submitted by Linda Russell
(excerpted from https://beekeepclub.com/beehive-theft-prevention-and-security/)

Hive theft is a common problem for commercial
beekeepers whose hives are away from home for
pollination, but is this a potential issue locally? The answer
is yes. Two WCABA members recently had hives stolen
from their property.
Well established bee colonies are worth money and
thieves know it. These robbers are usually beekeepers
themselves or have knowledge on keeping bees.
Several measures can be put in place to deter and catch thieves:
1. Fence in the apiary and lock the entrance
2. Place security cameras in the area and place signage indicating this. If the
cameras are linked to a phone, thieves may be caught in the act. Game/trail
cameras with the infrared are an alternative as the dated and timed image
will be stored in memory.
3. Placing hives in an area that is not readily visible. The down-side is that if
the hives are seen, they are easy targets to steal.
4. Visit the apiary often. Ask other people in the area to keep an eye on the
hives.
To help with hive recovery:Install trackers in beehives that activate and send
coordinates to a smart phone only when the hives are disturbed. This is to
minimize damage to the bees from emitting radio frequency signals.
1. Brand or engrave the beehives (not the bees).
2. Mark your hives with ultra violet ink pens.
3. RFiD tags can be inserted into small areas of the hive and give a unique code
when scanned with the correct equipment.
4. Publicize the theft to other beekeepers in the area
5. Watch local buying/trading forums for beehives for sale. With identifying
information you may be able to recover your hives.
Note: if your beehives are stolen, file a police report and share any footage.
Do not confront the thieves yourself!
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Honey for the State Fair of Texas
by Jimmie Oakley

As a youngster I grew up in Dallas, Texas, and each year the DISD and the Dallas Transit
System provided free gate passes and transportation so on “Kids Day” all elementary school kids
could go out to Dallas Fair Park and spend the day at the Fair.
As “kids” my brother’s and I would usually
head straight to the Midway and let the
hucksters take what little money we had to
come to the Fair in their games of chance.
Then we would wonder around and see what
else was going on at the Fair, Automobile
Building, Hall of State, etc. Once I even
ended up in the Food and Fiber Building on
the far east side of the Fairgrounds next to the
Railroad Museum. There I saw a strange sight, a
framed glass contraption that had a tube running out
the wall so bees could go in and out. Whoever heard
of such a thing? Little did I know that Providence
had just tapped me as a Beekeeper.
Fast forward another 15 years and I got my first
beehive, followed by about 10 years working for a
commercial beekeeper in North Dakota, and about a
decade later when we got our own Honey Queen,
Christy Oakley – 1993 Texas Honey Queen. I have a
history with the Texas State Fair and the Texas
Beekeeper’s Honey Booth.
This brings me to the point of this article. The
Texas State Fair is on again for 2021 after being
canceled last year because of the Covid 19
Pandemic. The Texas Beekeepers will host the
Honey Booth again, as in years past, and there is a
need for HONEY to be displayed in the booth.
There are many millions of visitors to the State Fair and tens of thousands make their way the
Texas Department of Agriculture’s Food and Fiber Building, and most stop by the TBA Honey
Booth to see the bees and talk about honey.
The request is for everyone who extracts honey in our club (WCABA), or any of the other
clubs to donate a 1# jar (or container) with their label proudly affixed to be displayed in the
Honey Booth for the full three week run of the Fair.
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John and Skip Talbert will be managing the booth this year, and their desire is to show off as
many different labeled honeys as they can get.
As a rule in our club we
usually have between 20-25
baby food jars of honey entered
in our Taster’s Choice Contest
each year, so were just ‘upping’
the game. When you pull off
the honey for your honey
sample for the contest, just fill
up an extra jar (1# or more) for
the State Fair.
I will have containers at the
1WCABA Honey on displayed at the Texas State Fair
next beekeepers meeting in
August for those who don’t have one available. Honey needs to go to Dallas by the end of
September, so there is a sense of urgency in this request. Bring your jar to the meeting or contact
me personally to arrange a pickup. Thx. Jimmie Oakley - 512/507-3009
_____________________________________________________________________________

Did you know?
There is a Bee Hive Management group list.

If you are interested in doing hive management for landowners please clic on the “contact us”

https://www.wcaba.org/contact button on our web page. The management group will be contacted when
someone requests a hive manager. From that point it will be up to you to contact the interested party and
work out a contract.
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Membership Report: Shirley Doggett
Membership Report July 2021
New Members:
Marla Hitchcock.

Granger - January 2022

Renewing Members
Scott and Julie Gunter.

Georgetown

Members (old and new) are WELCOME to pay their
dues through their financial institution's Bill Pay feature,
but you NEED to notify Membership Director, Shirley
Doggett, of your action (by email or phone) so I can
process your membership application appropriately and
you get the proper credit. [email: sdoggett@mindspring.com or Ph. 512/924-5051]
Texas Beekeepers Association is still offering one-year complimentary memberships for
new beekeepers. If you think you should have had one and it was not offered, please talk
to me about it. Thanks ~ Shirley

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
WILLIAMSON COUNTY AREA BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Dues: $20.00 per year - individual or $25.00 - family membership
New Member / Renewing Member
(circle one)
Date:______________________
Name:___________________________________________________Amount: $ ____________
Cash or Check #_________
Address:______________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip:_________________________________________________________________
Phone: (

)____________________ e-mail:_______________________________________
(please print)

To save postage cost may we send your Newsletter via e-mail? Yes[

] No[

]

Instructions: print , fill out, and bring to club meeting , or mail with check to Membership

Mrs. Shirley Doggett - 400 C. R. 440 - Thrall, TX 76578 - Ph.512/924-5051
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May 2021 Executive Board Minutes
The attendees: Matt Ludlum, Shannon Montez, Linda Russell, Chris Huck, Shirley Doggett, Gillian Mattison, Jimmie Oakley,
Ginny Stubblefield, Rachael Glass, Melissa Henry, Phil Ainslie, Gary Bible. Excused Barbie Rose
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

8.

9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

Gary Bible and Phil Ainslie presented the after-action summary on bee procurement. Phil Ainslie sent the written
report to all the board members before the executive meeting. In general, the suggestions were as follows: 1) We had 45 dead-outs due to smoking bearded bees back into the nucs. As a result, there was over-population in those hives
resulting in overheating. Replacement nucs were provided to the members affected. 2) Gillian suggested that we close
sooner than 5 pm next year. 3). Linda Russell suggested a two-part voucher and pick-up ticket for next year. 4). It was
suggested that we continue the drive-through method of distribution again next year. 5). The queens and service from
Weaver Apiaries were good. The weather caused an issue that resulted in some changes, but Weaver worked with us,
and we were able to fill most orders in time. However, some members waited a week to get the queens ordered initially.
6.) The galvanized screening will no longer be available. Next year we will have to use stainless steel.
Web page: There we no complaints about the web page. The committee all agreed that Rachael had done a great job.
The meetings at the Georgetown library are still not possible due to the limited number allowed in the meeting rooms.
Meeting program: Linda Russell reported that Mary Reed (chief apiary inspector) would be speaking. The tentative
speaker for June will be Nathalie Biggie She works with Les Crowder and has a lot of experience with top bar hives.
Workshop: It was suggested that we have an extraction workshop in July. The members will have an opportunity to see
various ways of doing the extraction. Jimmie will conduct the meeting at the Bost Farm.
Bee Friendly Plants Field Trip: Rachel Glass invited members to visit her home on 6/12/21 at 9 am and noon.
Refreshments will be paid for by WCABA. Phil Ainslie will send the RSVPs to Linda Russell. In addition, Phil will
send out directions to the members that RSVP via the wcaba.org "contact us" link. The WCABA liability insurance will
cover the field trip.
Extractor:
• A Maxant electric extractor was donated to the club. Jimmie Oakley ordered a stand for it.
• Chris Huck reported on electric extractor options for the club.
• There was some discussion regarding checking the extractor in and out. In addition, the weight may be an
issue for those taking the extractor home.
• The club will use the Maxant extractor and see how it works out for the members before investing in
another electric extractor.
• Jimmy said that there are clubs that have access to a commercial honey house for hourly rental.
Report on the Bost Farm:
• The Georgetown paper announced that Avery Ranch and Bost Farm are together, and they're called an
Avery Bost. They'll have up to 1300 dwellings there. They're going to have 21 acres of parks and acres of
recreation in that facility. According to David Bost, they had designated a half-acre for the A B Park and
facility. They may give us permanent access to a building that we could set up extracting for club
members. But that's, that's out in the future. So, we just have to wait and see what develops, but the
potential is there, and we can push for it. And there could be some agreement between Bost and WCABA
because Robert and Mary were the club's core. The Bost children intend for WCABA to have a honey
house with perhaps ½ acre.
Library report by Chris Huck:
• Only two books were checked out last month.
• No books need to be purchased at this time
• Overdue books can be more easily addressed when we have live meetings.
Treasurer report:
• The current balance for this month after expenses is $38125.28
Gary Bible was unable to attend due to square-dance calling. Gary is concerned about conflicts with the “square dance
calling.” The committee feels that he can still perform a valuable service to the club despite his commitments as a
square-dance caller.
Shannon Montez expressed her thanks to all the volunteers that helped with the bee procurement and distribution.
Mentors: Phil Ainslie reported that we continue to have difficulty getting adequate numbers of members to mentor new
beekeepers.
Spamming: It was decided to remove the committee web addresses from our newsletter and web site. Officers and
committee members can be reached by clicking “contact us” on our web site. In addition, Matt Ludlum said he may
have a fix for this issue as well.
Membership report: Shirley Doggett’s connection was breaking up. No report for now.
Meeting adjourned at 8:55 pm. May 20, 2021
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